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EvOLUTIONTHROUGH DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGE: 
How ALTERATIONS IN DEVELOPMENT CAUSE 
EVOLUTIONARY CHANGES IN ANATOMY 
Scott F Gilbert 
Nature interests me because it's beautiful, complex, and robust. Evolutionary 
theory interests me because it explains why nature is beautiful, complex and 
robust. 
(David Qµammen, 2007) 
... a study of the effects of genes during development is as essential for an un­
derstanding of evolution as are the study of mutation and that of selection. 
Uulian Huxley 1942, 8) 
1. Introduction: The modern synthesis and its critiques 
For the past half-century, the mechanisms of evolution have been explained by 
the fusion of genetics and evolutionary biology called "the Modern Synthesis." 
The tenets of the Modern Synthesis have been generally formulated as such: 
1. There is genetic variation within the population. 
2. There is competition for survival, with most of the population not reproducing. 
3. This leads to the differential survival and reproduction of those organisms 
with genetic variants that make them more likely to succeed in the particular 
environment. (The "survival of the fittest.") 
4. The offspring have a high likelihood of inheriting those genetic variants that 
enabled the differential survival of their parents. 
This synthesis explains natural selection within a species, and it explains it re­
markably well. Moreover, the Modern Synthesis explains evolmionaiy change in 
populations throughout the natural kingdoms. For example, drug resistance in 
bacteria, coat colors in rodents, mimicry in moths and butterflies, carbon metab-
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olism in plants, and malarial resistance in humans has each been shown to be 
caused by the selection of randomly produced genetic variation by factors within 
the environment. These genetic variants can be assigned to gene mutations, and the 
mathematical modeling of the selection on the variations has shown the power of 
this model (see, for example, Rice 2004; Futuyma 2009; Gilbert and Epel 2009). 
Just a few examples will be mentioned here: The ability of mice to blend into 
the background and avoid predators is provided by a mutation in the Agouti gene, 
which is involved in hair pigmentation (Linnen et al 2009). The ability of human 
populations to avoid succumbing to malaria can be acquired by a change in the 
hemoglobin gene. This genetic change causes the replacement of the amino acid 
glutamate by valine at the sixth position, and the malarial parasite cannot multiply 
in the red blood cells having this variant of hemoglobin (see Gilbert and Epel 
2009). Humans have acted as selective agents on mosquitoes, such that the 
Anopheles mosquito (that transmits the malarial parasite) is becoming less sensitive 
to DDT. By widely spraying DDT, we have selected for mosquitoes rhat have 
evolved enzymes that are resistant to the pesticide (in that their amino acids do 
not bind the pesticide) or that actually destroy the pesticides before it can kill the 
mosquito (Raymond et al 1998; Donnelly et al. 2009). Similarly, genetic changes 
in the opsin protein can cause it wbe activated by a different wavelength oflight, 
thereby allowing some species to see in the ultraviolet rather than violet light. 
This mutation enables kestrels to fly high and catch voles by seeing their urine 
trails, which are visible in the ultraviolet (Viitala et al 1995). 
But while such examples show that evolution can occur within a species, the 
species itself did not transform into anything else. Malaria- resistant humans and 
DDT-resistant mosquitoes were still humans and mosquitoes, respectively. The 
mice with the Agouti gene mutation persisted as better camouflaged mice, but 
they did not evolve into anything un-mousy. Until recently, one could study how 
the selection of certain genetic variants allowed a particular phenotype to persist 
and characterize a species; but the differences between species (that did not inter­
breed) could not be studied in this manner. 
While there has been excellent evidence for evolution provided by comparative 
anatomy, biogeography, paleontology, and several other sciences, this inability to 
study the genetic mechanisms of evolution above the species level provided a space 
through which critics could claim thar evolution had not been proven. Fr. Stanley 
Jaki (1992), for instance, wrote that "As to the claim ... that the Darwinian evo­
lutionary mechanism (the interplay of chance mutations with environmental pres­
sure) has solved all basic problems, I hold it to be absurd and bordering at times 
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on the unconscionable. While the mechanism in question provoked much inter­
esting scientific research, it left unanswered the question of transition among gen­
era, families, orders, classes, and phyla where the absence of transitional forms is 
as near-complete as ever." 
2. Tools for answering the critiqnes: DNA seqnencing and developmental 
genetics 
This situation changed dramatically, starting in the mid-1970s and continuing 
into the present day. Here, two major advances contributed to a more complete 
evolutionaty theory that could explain both evolution within a species (microevo­
lution) and evolution between species (macroevolution). The advances were (I) 
DNA sequencing and (2) developmental genetics. DNA sequencing allows scien­
tists to actually compare the gene sequences between species, and developmental 
genetics gives scientists a theory of body construction that enables us to see how 
the changes in the DNA can cause (selectable) changes in anatomy. 
Genomics: Comparing genomes between species 
DNA sequencing and the computer-enhanced science of genomics provided 
"the ultimate forensic record of evolution" (Carroll 2006). First, they have allowed 
us to see which animals are grouped together and which are not. DNA contains 
the documentary record of evolution. Just as a linguist can compare words to 
show that French) Romanian, Italian, and Spanish descended from a common 
ancestor (and that Spanish and Portuguese diverged rather recently), so can a bi­
ologist compare particular sequences of DNA to show how animals are related to 
one another (Gilbert 2003; Rice 2004). Descent with modification was shown not 
only in our bones but also in our genes. 
Developmental genetics: How cell communication controls cell determination 
The revolution in DNA technology enabled developmental biology to formulate 
a theory of body construction based on cell-cell communications. For decades, it had 
been known that interactions between vertebrate embryonic cells are told what type 
of cell to become; but the actual proteins involved were not able to be isolated until 
DNA sequencing enabled scientists to isolate the genes rather than the proteins. 
The common plan for communicating was that the inducing cell secreted a protein 
called a paracrine factor. These factors do not go through the blood (like endocrine 
factors) but, rather, they diffuse over a few cell diameters, working on neighboring 
cells. The responding cell has a receptor for the paracrine factor, and this receptor 
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